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Steel Beam to Column Connection 
In this example we are going to analyze a steel connection with two 
different configurations: with stiffeners and without stiffeners. 

 



Steel Beam to Column Connection 
We need to check that the steel strength is not exceeded anywhere in the 
joint. The beam rotational variation in both configurations is going to be 
checked also. 

In order to check this, we perform a static analysis using contacts 
between the connection elements.  

We use solid elements to model the different elements of the steel 
connection: beam, column, bolts and connection plate. A non-linear 
steel behavior is considered (Bilinear analysis for stress-strain diagram). 



Steel Beam to Column Connection 
The relationship between the different 
elements is defined by Glue contacts, except 
the contact between the column and the 
connecting plate which is defined by a 
Touching contact.  

  

To define the bolt mesh size, you can create a 
parameter to easily change this value on all 
elements at the same time. 



Boundary Conditions 
To define the Boundary Conditions, all displacements are restrained in 
the lower section of the column . 

  



Loads 
We apply a compression load and a pressure gradient at the end of the 
beam equivalent to an axial load and a bending moment in the 
connection. 



 

Load Cases  
Once the model, loads and boundary conditions have been defined, we 
create the load case and configure the solver options. 

We activate Large Deflections and set 
the step to 0.01 to divide the process 
into 100 steps. 

The step in which the model stops 
solving corresponds to the percentage of 
the load applied needed for collapse, as 
we have defined 100 steps for the solving 
process. 



 

Analysis Results  
(Connections without stiffeners) 

The model without the stiffeners stops converging at step 88, meaning 
the load capacity is 87% of the considered load. In the figures below we 
show the results of the last result file (step 87). 

We can see the areas with plastic strain in the web of the column, in the 
flange in contact with the bottom flange of the beam and in the plate in 
contact with the top flange of the beam. 



With CivilFEM, you can plot the displacements of a node versus the 
applied load. 

 

Analysis Results  
(Connections without stiffeners) 



 

Analysis Results  
(Connections with stiffeners) 

In this model, we have increased the applied loads. The structure collapses 
at 85% of the applied load. 
 
 

    

 



 

Analysis Results  
(Connections with stiffeners) 

In this case, important displacements occur just before collapse.  This 
connection is less flexible than in the previous example 



 

Analysis Results  

 

The non-rigid connection deforms and yields before the stiffened one but the 
collapse occurs more suddenly in the stiffened one. 

In this animation, two models are compared. 


